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Abstract We show that no game form with an infinite set of outcomes can be straightforward. Journal of Economic Literature Classification Numbers: C70, D70.
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Introduction



Gibbard (1973) showed that straightforward game forms with at least three outcomes must be dictatorial. Gibbard’s proof of this theorem does not require that the set of outcomes is finite. We analyze straightforwardness of game forms with infinite sets of outcomes. We show that, as a consequence of Gibbard’s Theorem, when the set of outcomes is infinite, no game form can be straightforward. In Section 2, we introduce the notation and definitions. In Section 3, we state and prove the theorem.
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Notation and definitions Let I be a finite set of integers. Elements of I are called the players. ∗
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Let X be a nonempty set. Elements of X are called the outcomes. Let R be the set of complete and transitive binary relations on X. Elements of R are called preference orderings. For each player i ∈ I, let Si be a nonempty set. Elements of Si are called strategies of player i. Let S = S1 × . . . × Sn . Elements of S are called strategy profiles. Given a strategy profile s ∈ S, where s = (s1 , . . . , sn ), and a strategy 0 si ∈ Si , let s \ s0i denote the strategy profile (s1 , . . . , si−1 , s0i , si+1 , . . . , sn ). A game form is a function g : S → X, which is assumed to be onto. Given a preference ordering R ∈ R, a strategy si? is R-dominant for player i ∈ I if g(s \ s?i )Rg(s), for all s ∈ S. A game form is straightforward if, for every preference ordering R ∈ R and for every player i ∈ I, there is a strategy which is R-dominant for i. A player k ∈ I is a dictator for game form g if, for every outcome x ∈ X, there is a strategy sk (x) ∈ Sk such that g(s \ sk (x)) = x, for all s ∈ S. A game form g is dictatorial if there is a dictator for g.
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The theorem



Gibbard (1973) proved the following theorem. Gibbard’s Theorem. Every straightforward game form with at least three outcomes is dictatorial. Our result, which we state as a theorem, is actually a corollary of Gibbard’s Theorem. Theorem. No game with an infinite set of outcomes is straightforward. Proof. Let X be infinite and suppose that g is a straightforward game form. Since X contains more than two outcomes, by Gibbard’s Theorem, g is dictatorial. Let k be the dictator. Consider now the preference ordering P ∈ R such that, for each x ∈ X, there is a y ∈ X such that yP x and not xP y. As k is a dictator for g, for every outcome x ∈ X, there is a strategy sk (x) ∈ Sk such that g(s \ sk (x)) = x, for all s ∈ S. But then, there is no strategy which is P -dominant for k, contradicting the assumption that g is straightforward.
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